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Introduction 

This paper presents methods on teaching Star Taxi， a pre-intermediate level play 

written by Ian Franklyn and Theo Steckler剖1dpublished by Dramaworks. It aims to 

give t巴acherswho are thinking of using the course ideas for constructing a syllabus， 

preparing c1asses， hom巴work，tests， etc. It is hoped that teachers will be persuaded 

to take on a course which will not only improve students' English but also increase 

their confidence and motivation. And above all allow them to understand that “the 

monotony of a conventional English c1ass can be brok巴n"(Chauhan， 2004). 

Why use drama in the ESL classroom? 

Using written conversations b巴tweentwo or more characters are part and parcel 

of every oral communication c1ass， however how often does that conversation merely 

remain words printed on the spoken page disconnected企omboth the students' 

emotions and physical world. Many university students will hav巴 spentat least six 

years looking at dialogues in this manner. So why not use drama and bring the 

c1assroom to Iife? Burke and O'Sullivan (2002) give the following reasons why: 

i. it increases motivation and fluency 

ii. it makes the students relaxed using the language 

lll. the language is used for true-to一lifi巴 purposes

iv. a community can be created in the c1assroom 

v. students remember the language better 
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vi. students can work on not only linguistic features such as pronunciation 

and intonation， but also body language. 

Other authors veri命itsuse. El Nady (2000) gives the following reason for using 

drama in that“each of us learns our native language through multiple interactive 

experiences involving vocabulary and grammar. It is shaped both by intemal proc-

esses and by social interaction." Whereas Robinson looks at it仕omthe cultural 

aspect:“drama provides cultura1 and 1anguage enrichment by revealing insights into 

the target culture and presenting 1anguage contexts that make items memorable by 

placing them in a realistic social and physical context" 

All in all it seems that the cause for using drama in the ESL classroom is strong. 

However starting to do drama is a daunting process for most teachers， which is where 

Star Taxi comes in: a comp1ete course that even a teacher with no drama training can 

undertake with ease. 

What is Star Taxi? 

Star Taxi is a 20-scene drama based on the story of an aspiring actor， Lucas and 

his relationship with a Japanese gir1， Gion， who has gone to Los Ange1es in search of 

an actor for her movie. It follows Lucas as he gets a job working as a taxi driver， only 

later to find out that the company being run by Tony “Gags. Gaglioni， is in fact part 

of the mafia. As Lucas gets釦rtherembroiled in the mafia， his b10ssoming re1ationship 

with Gion， who had been one of his custom巴rs，is all that can sav巴 him.Gion keeps 

an air of mystery about her throughout the story， and it is on1y in the 1ast scene that 

we find out her true reason for going to the United States. 
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Scene breakdown 

Lucas meets Gags in the street 

2 Gion gets Lucas' taxi at the airport 

3 Gion checks into the hotel 

4 Lucas bumps into Gion at the cinema 

5 Lucas and Gion go for coffee 

6 Lucas and Gion talking in the co汀巴eshop 

7 Shorty and Muggs rob the jewelry shop 

8 Gion calls the “mystery" man in Japan 

9 Gion goes to look at the house 

10 Lucas calls Gion to ask for a date 

11 Lucas goes to buy some clothes 

12 Lucas and Gion in the restaurant 

13 Lucas and Gion go to Lucas'百atfor coffee 

14 Lucas and Gion make the video 

15 Gags gives Lucas a bonus 

16 The party at Lucas'自at

17 しucaste11s Gion about his “work"おrGags 

18 Lucas leaves Gion to go and do th巴“job"

19 The heist 

20・ Lucas me巴tsGion at the airport to go to Japan 

Each scen巴 iswritten in relatively easy English in a natural style consisting of 

brieflines仕omeach character. Th巴varietyof the scenes also means that the content 

can be applied to reaHife situations. 

Who is Star Taxi aimed at? 

The interesting story and the fairly easy level of the script mean that Star Taxi 

can be used in many different situations. It has been used successfully in oral commu 

nication classes for both English majors， non-English majors and in preliminary 
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English courses for first year university students of any faculty. Colleagues have also 

used it without trouble at junior college and in high school oral communication 

c1asses， although some adaptations may be necessary for younger students， which will 

be discussed later. 

Syllabus 

The Dramaworks website suggests that the 20 scenes are taught ov巴rone 

acad巴micyear， using one scene per week. However this timescal巴 doesnot suit 

universities which have 15-week sem巴stersand c1asses that do not last a whole 

acad巴micyear. Due to this it is necessary to complete two scenes in one c1ass， giving 

each scene only 45 minutes. A suggested schedule could be: 

Week Class 

1 Outline of the course， making nam巴 tags，Scene 1 

2 Scenes 2 & 3 

3 Scenes 4 & 5 

4 Scenes 6 & 7 

5 Sc巴nes8 & 9 

6 Scenes 10 & 11 

7 Scenes 12 & 13 

8 Scenes 14 & 15 

9 Scenes 17 & 18 

10 Scene 19， test information 

11 Scene 20， video information 

12 Test 

13 No class (video making) 

14 No class (video making) 

15 Video premiere 
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How does the teacher need to prepare? 

The key to the success of Star Taxi in the c1assroom is the performance of the 

teacher. It is likely that most EFL t巴acherswill hav巴 hadno drama training and so 

may approach taking on a course such as this with trepidation. However， with very 

little practice and afi色wsc巴nesworth of experience even a novice actor can make a 

success of the course， such is the eas巴 ofteaching Star Taxi. In fact， the Star Taxi 

publishers， Oramaworks， offer training courses throughout japan， which can be easily 

and cheaply att巴nded，if the teacher should so wish. 

Preparation for each c1ass is vital. If the teacher is unprepared and/or nervous 

about t巴achinga c1ass， this can be considerably demotivating for the students and 

needless to say can detract from the enjoyment ofthe play. Yet， pr巴parationdoes not 

mean that the teacher should know the scenes 0汀byheart beforehand. It is possible 

to make reduced versions of the text which can b巴 heldin the palm of the hand and 

referred to when the students themselves are practicing. Alternatively， in scenes 

using chairs， larger A4 versions can be made and placed on th巴 otherchair， but care 

must be taken that the students do not see what is written on the sheet. 

Finally and abov巴 all，the instructor needs to enthusiastic. Especially in the 

beginning of the course when students ar巴 stilluneasy about acting themselves， it is 

the role of the teacher to make the atmosphere of the c1ass conducive to drama. 

How do you set up the c1assroom? 

Having a c1assroom that is suitable for teaching Star Taxi is crucial. The larger 

the spac巴th巴bett巴r:a hall of any description would be ideal. Chairs for everγstudent 

are also necessary depending on the scene. The majority of scenes involving face to 

face dialogue can be conducted in rows down the c1assroom. If the number of students 

is over 20 we c且nexpect to have fOUI‘rows of students either standing or sitting 
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depending on the context. 

For the telephone conversations (Scenes 8 and 10) it was found that with smaller 

groups the students can sit with their backs to their partners which encouraged 

speaking in louder voices. However in larger classes in cramped rooms it can be 

di筒cultfor students to hear their partner， so it is recommended they face one 

another. 

In th巴sescenes the teacher can either sit at the仕ontofthe class to demonstrate 

if there are two rows of pairs， or sit midway down the row if there is just one. When 

demonstrating it is best if the teacher sits on the opposite side to those they are 

demonstrating to. 

For scenes involving cars (Scenes 2， 7 and 10)， a simpl巴layoutwith four chairs 

can be used. At these times it is important that the teacher be at the仕ontand easily 

seen by all the students. 

The “sofa" scenes (9， 13， 17， and 18) are more difficult to organize. If possible a 

circle of two seat sofas around the room with the teacher in the middle works best. 

This way all the students can see the teacher and there is still room to maneuver in 

企ontand behind the sofas. 

The biggest space problem occurs with Scene 9， when Gion is being shown 

around an apartment by an estate agent. Here once again the circular “sofa" layout 

can be used， with the sofa doubling for the dining room chairs and the bed. In confined 

space exact instructions need to be given to the students， so as to avoiding one pair 

invading the apartment of their neighbours. It is recommended that teachers prepare 

a floor plan for this scene before starting it. 

Student name tags. 

As has been previously mentioned doing drama in the classroom can be a great 

wayおrstudents to get to know one another. This however has to be reinforced and 
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an ideal way to do this is with name tags. Initially simple tags written by the student 

with the name that they wanted to be known by on the &ont and attached by safety 

pins were used. 

In the beginning of the cours巴 itis useful for the teacher to hand out the tags 

before the start of class so as to quickly learn the namesofthe students. After several 

weeks， the teacher may to giv巴 batchesoftags to individual students for them to hand 

out instead. This， too， improves contact between in the students. 

After several years of doing Star Taxi and巴ver-increasingclass size， it was 

realised that the reverse of the name-tag could be used for the students to keep 

record of their attendance， demonstrations and homework grades. This greatly 

reduces the time the teacher has to spend on checking these and can be also easily 

coll巴ctedand referred to at the end of the course. Absent students can also quickly 

be marked away without having to check a register， thus saving valuable class time. 

The name tags can be easily made at the beginning of the first class by the 

students th巴ms巴Ives.

Nam己(ローマ字) (漢字)

Weeks I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 11 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 
Demo HWK D己mo HWK 

Scene 1 Scene 11 

Scene 2 Sc官ne12 

Scene 3 Scene 13 

Scene 4 Scene 14 

Scene 5 Scene 15 

Scene 6 Scene 16 

Scene 7 Scene 17 

Scene 8 Scene 18 

Scene 9 Scene 19 

Scene 10 Scen巴 20
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What props are needed? 

Star Taxi can be performed with a minimum of props， which reduces preparation 

on the part of the teacher， especially in the university setting when th巴 numberof 

students varies greatly. Many of the scenes can be don巴 withobjects that the 

students have with th巴malready. The following shows th巴 propsneeded for each 

sc巴neand suggest巴dreplac巴ments.1tems in the brackets are those that can be used 

for demonstrations and so only one set need be prepared. 

Scene Props 

a cigarett巴， a business card 

2，3 & 4 a bag， money (Scene 2) 

5 & 6 (tray， cups， plates， table) 

7 a bag (toy guns) 

8 phones 

O phon巴s

11 (shirt， jacket and trous巴rs)

12 (table， glasses， menu) 

13 (tray， mugs， photo album， boxer shorts) 

14 scripts (video cam巴ra)

15 (envelope of money， CIgar， toy gun) 

17 (wine bottle， glass) 

18 (trousers) 

20 airline tickets， bags 

The cigarettes can be provided by the teacher for the first scene. Any cards or 

papers can be used in place of the business card， scripts and airline tickets. 1n the 

scenes where clothes are needed， cheap large sized items that can be put on over the 

top of normal clothes are both easy and entertaining for the students. 
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How to warm圃 upthe c1ass 

Starting a Star Taxi class， it is ess巴ntialto do some warm-up activities. We 

should not expect our students to be able to sta抗 performingthe moment they walk 

into the classroom especially in the beginning of the course. Maley and Du汀(2005)

stat巴 th乱twarm-up activities“help put th巴 studentsin a relaxed， 1巴ssinhibited state， 

in which they are more receptive that they might other wise be. This helps to low巴r

the threshold of unconscious resistanc日 tolearning a foreign language， and to foster 

mor巴 opencreative work in subsequent activities. They help to d巴velopconfid己nce

and cooperation with others. Being aware of others and how we relate to them is an 

important aspect of the class bonding." They continue to say that“many of th巴

activities are good ways of warming up a group of students who do not yet know each 

other. lt is important therefore that they change partners as 0抗enas possibl巴 soas 

to interact with a larger number of other students." 

A variety of warm-up activities can be used with Star Taxi. Mal巴yand DufIs 

book gives some good examples of ice-breaking or confidence bui1ding activities that 

require little or no linguistic input that can b巴 conductedeasily. It should be not巴d

however that whatever th巴 exercisewe should trγto巴nsurethat the students chang自

partners as much as possible and in the case of japanese classes to have the male and 

femal巴 studentsinteract as much as possible， as th巴yare notoriously prone to form 

single sex groups at any opportunity. 

One further goal of the warm-up activity can be to decide th巴 partnersfor the 

first scene to be taught that day. The teacher can easily manipulate this discreetly汀

叩 yof the pairs that have formed will either not work well together or will be disrup 

tlv己.
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How is Star Taxi taught? 

Star Taxi is not a usual drama in the sense of the word. Students are not given 

scripts and for the most part each scene consists of only two characters. The teacher 

is required to demonstrate the Iines for the students to watch and then copy. In 

e汀ect，Star Taxi is a shadowing activity on a grand scale: the students will copy not 

only the actions of the teacher but also the linguistic f<巴aturessuch as intonation， 

rhythm and pronunciation. 

Procedure for teaching the scenes is simple. The teacher will demonstrate the 

first lin巴 ofthe scene. Students copy. The teacher will then adopt th巴 personaof the 

other character and give the second line. Although the language level is about 

pre-intermediate and the lines short， it still takes time for the students to remember 

them， so it is vital to keep repeating the lines alr巴adygiven to build up to a full 

dialogue. This ne巴dnot be done continually to the end ofthe scene: there are natural 

breaks in most scenes and a completed sequence can be left while the next sequence 

is being demonstrated. 

Once the teacher has demonstrated a line， students are asked to copy it. Using 

“Action!" to start the students works well. At this point， the teacher needs to ensure 

that gestures， facial expressions， and movements are being copied and not just the 

line itself. As the scene progresses the teach巴rcan choose how far back they want the 

students to perform in the scene thus r巴inforcingthe dialogue they have learnt so far. 

After the whole scene has been completed it is important for the teacher to give 

the students tim巴 topolish their performance. This can be done just in pair work， or 

the adjacent couple can be used to watch and give help to their peers. At this time 

the teacher is also monitoring and helping the stud巴nts.

Students find particular di出cultwith gestures and facial expressions. As Miccoli 

(2003) points out “how native speakers hold their bodies， how far th巴ystand apart， 

where they look when they talk， how men shake their hands with each other， how 
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children talk to their parents and so on" and these “are not commonly addressed in 

regular conversation class巴s."Harmer (2001) also says that “paralinguistic features 

such as tone of voice， gesture， and posture are all part of the way we communicate 

with each other in face-to-face encounters. When teaching we can draw our students' 

attention to this." Star Taxi provides ample practice of diffi巴rentgestures， expressions 

and postures， however students often seem to find it difficult to do some or indeed are 

reluctant. 

Raising the eyebrows to show interest or surprise is one such problem that 

occurs regularly throughout the play. This is not part ofthe japanese facial repertoire 

and so for some students even knowing what muscles to move is hard. However， 

practice can be set as a “自m"homework to be checked by their partners the following 

week which normally cures the problem. 

On the whole gestures and posture are more easily copied， but they can be巴asily

forgotten so it vital that the teacher remind the students throughout. 

Special mention needs to be made of Scene 16: The party and Scene 19・The

heist. There is no script for Scene 16 as it is meant as mingling activity. This scene 

is more difficult for the teacher since it does not follow the rigid procedur己ofth巴rest

of the course. In larger， less motivated classes， it can also be a reason for using 

japanese or just standing around doing nothing. The scene itself is not essential for 

the storyline and can be left out as the teacher sees fit. 

Unlike the rest of the play， Scene 19: The heist on the Federal express truck 

involves many characters: Lucas， the Ma自amob (Gags， Mugs and Shorty)， policemen 

and the truck drive and security guard. A抗告rseveraI trials， not using the Star Taxi 

shadowing techniqu巴 provedsuccessful. The students are divided up into groups of 

about 8. Before the scene is discussed students創モ askedto choose a character from 

the list on written on the blackboard. Once charact巴rshave been decided on each 

group is given one script which includes cues in either English (for high巴rlevel 

classes) or japanese (for lower level). The groups are then tak巴nto di首erentrooms to 
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produce their own version of the scene in isolation. After an allotted time all groups 

are called back to demonstrate. 

Demonstrations 

Once the scene has been completed and the students are have had time to 

practice it thoroughly， there should be some time allotted for demonstrations in front 

ofthe class. Initially it can be hard to get volunteers， but ifthe teacher gives students 

a goal of at least three demonstrations for the duration of the course， students will 

venture to demonstrate. A乱erseveral weeks， when the students are more relaxed， 

the number of volunteers will increase and demonstration time will become the 

highlight ofthe class， especially if some ofthe students are willing to ham it up a little. 

Marking the demonstrations thems巴lvescan be done， however since not all ofthe 

students will demonstrate the same number of times， it can be troublesome to work 

out scores at the end of the course. 

Homework 

Homework is a necessary component of any course. Primarily writing tasks were 

set asking the stud叩 tsto predict future events， to write about the histories of the 

characters or give details ofthe relationships evolving in the play. However in a class 

that only me巴tsonce a week and under a heavy schedule of scenes it can be di伍cult

to give the stud巴ntsthe feedback they need for their homework. As a result it was 

decided that homework should be to write up the scenes that have been perform日din 

class. One scen巴 wouldinclude the dialogue plus the actors' cues in either japanese 

or English depending on the level of the class. This way， every student has a written 

record of every scene performed and these can be used at the end of the course when 

they are preparing for the test and/or video. 
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To cut marking to a minimum the following scale was devised: 

A+ (95) P巴rfect

A (85) Clos巴 toperfect but some sma]]巴rrors

B (75) More errors 

C (65) Spelling mistakes 

Fail (45) Below standard 

Homework can be done in the pairs ifthe class is overly big or the students' level 

low. Although this reduces marking time， the drawbacks are that not everγone will 

hav巴 acopy of each scene performed and the weaker student of th巴 pairmay rely on 

th巴irpartner to do the work. 

Test 

The end of term test requires students to perform one sc巴nein pairs. The pairs 

are decided randomly (usually by pulling the name tags out of a bag) a仕erScene 19 

has been finished. Each pair wi11 then be given a list ofthe scenes and asked to choose 

which they would like to do. At this point it needs to be said that the test can either 

be a separate activity to the video or preparation for it. lf it is to be a separate 

activity then having different pairs do the same scene is no problem. However if the 

test is to be preparation for the video， then the teacher will n日edto make sure that 

each scene is covered. In this situation， scen巴scan either b巴 allottedby th巴teacher，

chosen on a first come first served basis or again pulled out of the bag. 

The test itself is done in a two tier level， which， although time-consuming， gives 

the weaker students more confidence. Firstly pairs are required to perform before the 

teacher. Scenes should include gestures， facial expressions and any props that are 

needed. The teacher can th巴nuse this “preparation test" to give any advice to th巴

paJr. 
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The next step is to conduct the tests in front of the whole class. Stud巴ntsare 

given a checklist containing all of the students' names and the characters they are 

playing. Stud巴ntscan then be asked to score each actor based on the criteria that the 

teacher gives， such as gesture， facial expression， volume， effort etc. 

Final Video 

The白nalvid巴ois definitely the most enjoyable part of th巴 coursefor the 

students. As mentioned above， if the test is to be used as preparation for the video 

the pairs will already be decid巴d.However if the video is to be a仕eestanding activity 

then new partners have to be decided. Not including the party scene and the heist， 

there are 38 parts in the remaining 18 sc巴nes.In classes with fewer students than 38， 

some will have to appear more than once. In classes with more， and if a second video 

camera is available， two videos can be made. 

It was found during th巴 makingof the自rstvideo that if the teacher is present， 

then the students tend to rely on them for instruction. It was therefore decided that 

the students should b巴 lefton their own to organise the filming. When information 

about the video is being given to the students after the completion of the final scene， 

sheets can be handed out detailing what it expected but also giving guidelines on how 

to make a video. These can includ巴 decidingthe cast and crew: who will be the 

editors， who will be the overall producers， etc. Ifth巴reare obvious class leaders then 

it can be easy for the teacher to make them the producers. The guidelines also need 

to give point巴rson filming such as camera angle， lighting and background noise. 

Editing the video into one continual drama can be a time-consuming task. 

However if a “take" card is held up between each scene， and the students are ask巴d

to perform the scene without pause， editing time can be reduced. 

In making the video students are巴ncouragedto leave the confines of the 

university to incr巴asethe authenticity of th巴自nishedproduct. However one further 
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point worth mentioning is that the teacher can allow the students to change the 

storγline. The setting of some of the scen巴s，such as the畳nalscene at the airport and 

on the plan巴wouldbe impossible to film. In previous videos， there hav巴 beenstudents 

leaving on buses and f<巴rries，but all of these hav巴 requiredchanges in scripts in that 

and previous scenes. 

The last point concerning the video is that it is mandatorγthat the students do 

not watch scenes that have already been completed， so that everyone will be viewing 

the whole for the百rsttime at the premierε. An abundance of video cassett巴swould 

solve this problem， but since the finished item is only about 20 minutes long， one 

cass巴tt巴 willsu伍ce.

The premiere of the video in the last week of term is a fun way to end a produc-

tive term. Once again the teacher can prepare checklists for the students to grade 

performance ifthey wish. DVD copies ofthe video can be made and distributed to all 

those who took part. 

In summary 

This paper has looked at ways to teach the Star Taxi course successfully as tool 

not only for linguistic improvement but also incre且singmotivation in the classroom. In 

future papers， the problems that occur with Star Taxi as well as the results and 

student reactions will be looked at. 
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